
Orange Ice & Wax Crayons | ... the title "Orange Ice And Wax Crayons" 
was chosen 'cause it conjures up that sense of play and experimentation, kind of like 
the 'innocence of the child idea' - that was exactly the kind of spirit with which we 
entered into the initial idea of Eyeless In Gaza, way back when... – Martyn Bates

- Great- an opportunity to exorcise some old demons and much loved songs... My 
God, there are so many as yet unearthed gems... One thing about Eyeless, no one 
ever understood the fun we had doing it... that fun quality was never visible on the 
surface... but Pete’n’me laughed bucketfuls throughout it... which was, i guess, odd, 
’cause we were always completly serious about what we did... I think the main 
reason was how we felt like a pair of kids finally being allowed to run riot... small 
wonder we named our first primitive recording studio The Wendy House - Eyeless 
always, only ever worked for love and fun of the thing itself, other aspects didn’t 
come into center stage, not until the latter days. By that time we were feeling 
frustrated at the way we didn’t seem to be getting across to a larger audience (as if 
EIG’s attitude to music-making encouraged a bloody larger audience!) which was 
stupid really ’cause we could see that our untypical approach and working methods 
were having a direct effect on the audience in terms of inspiration and stuff - and we 
got so impatient... thought that we’d focus on our pop-stuff in order to 'break 
through'  (whatever that meant)... but, we had too much of a truly  'butterfly spirit' 
about us to stay in any one place for too long and, ended up (typically and 
perversely) stuffing a bunch of acapella things and odd impressionistic folky pieces 
on ”Back From The Rains” our big-pop LP, I’m. bloody pleased to be able to say - 
Martyn Bates 

Yeah, loads o’that - Peter Becker

Eyeless in Gaza | For Martyn Bates and Peter Becker, the story of 
Eyeless in Gaza “is very much a story of a ragged spiritual journey …  
which became a life …  ” – Martyn Bates, March 2011.

Eyeless In Gaza are a post-punk/New Wave musical duo of Martyn Bates 
and Peter Becker, based in Nuneaton, Warwickshire, England. They 
have described their music as "veer[ing] crazily from filmic ambiance to 
rock and pop, industrial funk to avant-folk styles." 
Formed in 1980, the group went into hiatus in 1987 as Martyn Bates 
pursued a number of solo projects and collaborations, reemerging in 
1993.

The name is a reference to the novel of the same name by Aldous 
Huxley. Bates has said he chose the name "for the sound of it.... I was 
reading the Huxley book when I met Pete.... It sounded perfectly nice." 
But Bates has also acknowledged an allusion to the "biblical myth" of 
Samson, saying, "I feel attracted by religion. I feel that people don’t 
pay enough attention to the spiritual side of their life; it is a very 
interesting side of the human psychism and it fascinates me." (Interview 
in Les Inrockuptibles, number 14, 1988).
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hours grow what i want to know ways of rachel street lamps n’ snow p.s. for michael  formerly at midnight
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